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Homeâ€”London, England, and Cornwall, England. British Army Intelligence Corps, beginning Recipient of
honorary degrees from University of Exeter, University of St. New York, NY , South Yarmouth, MA ,
Davies Vanishing England, Salem House, The Tailor of Panama screenplay; based on his novel , Columbia
Pictures, Bruccoli and Judith S. Contributor to periodicals, including Saturday Evening Post. And so we
arrived in educated, middle-class society feeling almost like spies, knowing that we had no social hinterland,
that we had a great deal to conceal and a lot of pretending to do. His father owned racehorses, declared
bankruptcy on a few occasions, and was once jailed for insurance fraud. When he did his National Service, he
was sent to join the British Army Intelligence Corps because of his language skills. He admitted to working
for "M. He began degree studies at Oxford University , and here allegedly infiltrated left-leaning political
groups on campus on behalf of M. He attempted to support himself and a growing family by becoming a
freelance illustrator, but once again returned to M. He was transferred to M. His cover was a job as an
embassy secretary or political consul in places such as Bonn and Hamburg. The people who run Intelligence
totally lack glamour, their service is short of money, [and] they are up against the crassness of politicians.
Their men in the field are frightened, make blunders, grow sick of a trade in which the opposed sides too often
seem to interpenetrate and wear the same face. It comes from the sensational disclosures in the s that several
high-ranking members of the British Secret Service and Foreign Office were actually Soviet agents. These
deep-penetration agents, called "moles," had infiltrated the British espionage establishment during World War
II and had, over a period of years, risen to extremely sensitive positions. Of the several spies discovered, the
most highly placed was Kim Philby, a man generally acknowledged to be the greatest traitor in British history.
Philby had been in charge of British counterintelligence against the Soviet Union while secretly working for
the Soviets, and was responsible for betraying hundreds of British agents and sending them to their deaths. At
that time the German capital was a center for intelligence operations. Smiley is an "improbable spy master,"
wrote Richard W. Though physically unimposing, Smiley is a brilliant espionage agent who has served in the
British Secret Service for more than thirty years. In Call for the Dead, Smiley investigates the suicide of a
Foreign Office clerk who had just been given a security clearance. He told Nicholas Wapshott of the London
Times: I gave in my resignation. He is persuaded to take on one last assignment before leaving the Secret
Service: It is thought that the officer will then be imprisoned, thereby removing him from effective espionage
work against the British. One of these is an authenticity and realism not usually found in espionage fiction.
Words like "mole," borrowed from the Soviet KGB, and "circus," a nickname for the British Secret Service,
are used throughout the book. Some people find it irritating. I rather like it. The Looking Glass War, for
example, was described by Hughes as "a superb spy story, unflawed, a bitter, cruel, dispassionateâ€”yet
passionateâ€”study of an unimportant piece of espionage and the unimportant little men who are involved in
it. In the first, an agent is betrayed in order to further the career of a more highly placed agent. In the second,
an entire operation is abandoned and the people involved in it are left to die. It is possible, Symons wrote, "to
see espionage activities as brave and patriotic â€¦ and yet to view them also as basically disgusting, outrages to
the human personality. From such a point of view these two books seem to say an ultimate word about the
nature of spying. He has also shown himself to be a sensitive observer of character and manner, within the
limits of the genre. But nothing which has come before quite prepares us for the literary distinction of this
effortâ€”the quality of its prose, the complexity of its construction, the cunning of some of its dialogueâ€¦. A
Small Town in Germany is that rarest of all things in contemporary fictionâ€”good art which is also popular
art. His investigation finally becomes, Noland believed, "a moral search â€¦ a quest for some kind of truth
about England. The critic for the Times Literary Supplement saw a "moral dilemma" at the center of the book:
In doing so he removes from another man his last illusions about friendship, loyalty and love, and he himself
is left drained in much the same way. It is a sombre and tragic theme, memorably presented. There are those
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who read crime and espionage books for the plot and those who read them for the atmosphereâ€¦. This
operation is done off the record because the British Secret Service, due to political pressure, cannot engage in
an offensive intelligence operation. It becomes instead a personal mission involving the retired Smiley and the
friends and espionage contacts he has gathered over the years. The whole operation is a victory for personal
human loyalty and skill. He has written a novel at least as good as, and in some respects better than, his
masterpiece, The Spy Who Came in from the Cold. Anatole Broyard in the New York Times wrote: He
permits the Palestinian point to be made with rare and convincing eloquence. Charlie is first converted to the
Israeli position by Israeli Intelligence and then, in order to play the part of a Palestinian sympathizer
convincingly, she is indoctrinated in the Palestinian position. To him, the Palestinians are good, the Israelis
bad. In The Russia House, which is set in a decaying Soviet Union, an aging publisher is recruited by British
Intelligence to secure a top-secret manuscript from a Soviet engineer. It consists of several short stories in the
guise of a novel, like a spy dressed up to look like a reputable citizen," as New Leader reviewer Walter
Goodman put it. The Night Manager, on the other hand, leaves behind Cold War settings altogether, as a hotel
manager in Switzerland struggles against international arms dealers who are funded by wealthy British
businessmen. Our Game, which is set in the warring republics of the former Soviet Unionâ€”Ossetia,
Ingushetia, and Chechnyaâ€”features a troubled central character caught up in sociopolitical forces beyond his
control, and Absolute Friends follows two spies and their involvement in the Iraq war in the wake of the
September 11, , terrorist bombings in the United States. Harry Pendel, a clothes tailor to the powerful and
wealthy of Panama, is coerced into spying for British Intelligence in the midst of a plot to undo the Panama
Treaty that will give control of the Panama Canal back to Panama in Although he does his duty by supplying
information to his British recruiter, Pendel finds his life and the lives of his family in jeopardy, in part because
of the falsehoods he makes up to embellish his information. Kakutani, however, averred that the author is less
successful in creating a plausible story line. Oliver Single has a similarly troubled relationship with his
notorious father, Tiger. He is determined that Oliver take over the business, but Oliver is plagued by moral
doubts and, after an airport epiphany, "defects" at Heathrow Airport and tells a customs agent about the
business. Tiger escapes a jail term, while Oliver is given a new identity and retires to the countryside to
become a magician. Washington Monthly contributor David Ignatius particularly liked one of the lead
characters, customs agent Nat Brock, and likened him to the memorable George Smiley. Ignatius granted that
outwardly the fictional characters possess no similarities, but found other attributes in common. The legitimate
corporation is secretly testing a new miracle drug that, when officially released on the world market, portends
massive profits. But Dypraxa, a cure for tuberculosis, possesses some deadly flaws, as clandestine research
trials underway in Africa revealâ€”and the company is desperate to keep the true nature of Dypraxa a secret. A
contributor to Business Week praised The Constant Gardener as a story "about the human capacity for
transformation. Through Justin, the political themes are elevated to questions of loyalty, integrity, and
personal sovereignty in a world that rewards betrayal, venality, and the abdication of moral responsibility. He
is an expert on obscure African languages and interprets transcripts for the British secret service. It appears as
though the British are helping to put the Congo leader in power, but, as Salvo soon learns, the real goal is to
establish a puppet government and steal the mineral wealth of the region. Salvo and his lover, a Congolese
nurse, set out to foil the planned coup. According to a critic for the Economist, a sizable portion of The
Mission Song "is consumed with set-piece monologues by the three Congolese big men, laying out their
political viewpoints. Meticulously researched perhaps, but these speeches are tiresome. This is his 20th novel,
and his understanding of how the world ticks is, as always, machete sharp. Balancing Ethics and Politics, St.
Barley, Tony, Taking Sides: Contemporary Popular Writers, St. James Press Detroit, MI , Dictionary of
Literary Biography, Volume Newsmakers , Gale Detroit, MI , Genesis and Structure of a Popular Genre, St.
Symons, Julian, Mortal Consequences: Wolfe, Peter, Corridors of Deceit: Bookseller, September 15, , review
of The Mission Song, p. Business Week, March 15, , "Rough Russians," p. Clues, fall-winter, , Richard W.
Economist, January 6, , review of The Constant Gardener, p. Encounter, May, , "To Russia, with Greetings:
Library Journal, February 1, , A. National Review, March 13, , William F. New Leader, June 24, , Pearl K.
Newsweek, October 28, , Peter S. Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography.
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Buckley, William F rank Jr. Information Agency, ; public member of U. Chair of the board, Starr
Broadcasting Group, Inc. Army, ; became second lieutenant. Up from Liberalism, Obolensky, Rumbles Left
and Right: Author of introduction Will Mrs. Major Go to Hell?: David Franke, compiler, Quotations from
Chairman Bill: The Best of William F. On the Firing Line: The Right Word, edited by Samuel S. Author of
foreword Ernest W. Lefever, The Irony of Virtue: Author of introduction Lee Edwards and William E. Simon,
The Power of Ideas: Let Us Talk of Many Things: The Collected Speeches of William F. High Jinx,
Doubleday, Editor Odyssey of a Friend: DeHuzar, editor, The Intellectuals: Meyer, editor, What Is
Conservatism? French New York, NY , Author of syndicated column "On the Right," â€”. As host of his
television program Firing Line, in the pages of National Review, the magazine he founded, and through the
books and syndicated columns he writes, Buckley has argued throughout his career for individual liberty, the
free market, and the traditional moral values of Western culture. His eloquence, wit, and appealing personal
style have made him palatable even to many of his political opponents. In the s, when Buckley first appeared
on the scene, conservatism was a peripheral presence on the national political spectrum. Buckley had the
temerity to uphold the cause of Toryism. He and his magazine nurtured the movement. Conservatism is not far
from the dominant intellectual force in the country today, but neither is liberalism. There is now a balance
between the movements, a permanent contest, and Mr. Buckley deserves credit for helping make it so. Further,
Buckley claims that Yale stifles the political freedom of its more conservative students. Those students who
spoke out against the liberal views of their professors were often ostracized. God and Man at Yale raised a
storm of controversy as Yale faculty members denounced the charges made against them. Some reviewers
joined in the denunciation. McGeorge Bundy , writing in the Atlantic Monthly, called the book "dishonest in
its use of facts, false in its theory, and a discredit to its author. However, its Old Guard antithesis to the
outworn Marxist thesis is not the liberty security synthesis the future cries for. Former president Ronald
Reagan, for example, declared National Review his favorite magazine. The man standing before you now was
a Democrat when he picked up his first issue in a plain brown wrapper; and even now, as an occupant of
public housing, he awaits as anxiously as ever his biweekly editionâ€”without the wrapper. Many of these
columns and articles have been published in book-length collections. It contains more than articles and
addresses written between and John Grimond commented in the New York Times Book Review that Buckley
is "eloquent" on the subjects of anti-communism, conservatism, sailing, and illegitimacy. A columnist needs to
be able to say something interesting on many more issues than these if he is to delight his readers as much as
himself. Especially among the articles in which he is supposedly appreciating others, the self-serving
references to himself occur with tedious frequency. The strongest single quality to emerge from this book is
not percipience or wit; it is vanity. It grew out of a special issue of National Reviewâ€”December 30, â€”in
which he explored the subject of anti-Semitism in depth. Furthermore, he criticized two friends and
conservative brethren, Joseph Sobran and Pat Buchanan, for anti-Semitic attitudes and remarks. This he does
with wit, insight, common senseâ€”and unfeigned affection for the Jews and appreciation of what the State of
Israel stands for. In sorting matters out with the obvious affection and respect for the Jews and Judaism that
this book shows, Buckley should win from those most affected. He evokes very good lettersâ€”in part because
he is such a good writer and letter-writer himself. A Documentary is a diary-like account of a typical Buckley
week. A Personal Documentary follows a similar format. And he unabashedly shares it with his readers,
moving some reviewers to criticize him. An Autobiography of Faith. The book was received with
ideologically polarized reviews. Houston Chronicle religion writer Richard Vara called Nearer, My God
"engaging reading," praising it for the "vigorous questioning and debate that courses throughout. The "arch
and politically sophisticated" novel series, as Derrick Murdoch described it in the Toronto Globe and Mail, is
set in the cold-war years of the s and s and takes readers behind the scenes of the major political crises of the
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time. In doing so, the novels provide Buckley with the opportunity to dramatize some of his ideas concerning
East-West relations. As Lehmann-Haupt remarked in the New York Times, "not only can Buckley execute the
international thriller as well as nearly anyone working in the genre. The story concerns a leak of classified
information at the highest levels of the British government. Oakes is sent to locate the source of the leak, and
his investigation uncovers a treasonous cousin in the royal family. Winks of the New Republic found Saving
the Queen to be "replete with ambiguity, irony, suspenseâ€”all those qualities we associate with [Eric]
Ambler, [Graham] Greene, [and John] le Carre. Both sides fear that a united Germany would be a military
threat to the peace of Europe. His restoring of broken church windows contrasts ironically with his efforts to
keep Germany divided. Stained Glass is closer to the bone than le Carre has ever cut. In building his novels
around actual events, Buckley is obliged to include historical figures in his cast of characters. Speaking of See
You Later, Alligator, Murdoch believed that "the telling personal [details] are helping to make the Blackford
Oakes series unique in spy fiction. His rendering of Nikita Khrushchev is quite good too, and this tempts me
to suggest that Mr. Buckley seems most at home when he projects himself into the minds of heads of state.
Keith Mano wrote in National Review, "He is a better fiction writer now by leagues than he was in , when
Saving the Queen took off. New directness and clarity jumpstart his prose. He has command of several voices
and can modulate each. And, structurally, his later volumes. Winks mused in Washington Post Book World:
One becomes a corrupt businessman, the other a tenacious reporter. Years after their initial encounter, their
paths cross again in a strange twist of fate. For trash to work, the writing has to be positively awful. The
Record and Its Meaning with L. Brent Bozell in in support of the Wisconsin senator who, after the conviction
of spy Alger Hiss in , led hearings to uncover suspected communists in the United States. He revisits this
subject in his novel The Redhunter: Terry Teachout wrote in National Review that The Redhunter "tells us
much of what he [Buckley] knows about the anti-Communist movement, and does so in a way that is likely to
engage the attention of a great many readers who might not otherwise question the received wisdom regarding
Joe McCarthy. Let Us Talk of Many Things, published in , contains about one third of the speeches Buckley
delivered during the last half of the twentieth century. Booklist reviewer Ray Olson noted that "scattered
throughout are delicious anecdotes, piquant quotations, and much evidence of a keen moral sensibility.
Patinated rather than rusted, they have stood the severest test of all for public utterancesâ€”the test of time.
Moore in his Dictionary of Literary Biography Yearbook essay. For his role in the development of the modern
conservative movement that fueled the careers of commentators such as George Will and Rush Limbaugh,
Buckley "is a man who richly deserves praise," Kondracke argued. Dictionary of Literary Biography
Yearbook: Forster, Arnold, and B. Judis, John, William F. King, review of Nearer, My God: An
Autobiography of Faith, p. American Book Review, June 16, American Spectator, August, , pp. Armchair
Detective, June, Atlantic Monthly, November, ; May, ; July, Booklist, July, , p. The Undoing of James Jesus
Angleton, p. Boston Globe, January 25, , p.
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Would you like to let others know what you thought of it? If so, please fill out a Book Review and I will add
your comments. A next to a book indicates that it has been added in the last month. They have failed to
abandon the drift toward authoritarianism by opening their political systems or to begin creating the
transparency essential to economic progress. The United States in particular did not anticipate the longer-term
risks of easing pressure for reform in the name of security cooperation, and Western economic aid has done
little to promote regional economic integration. As a result, the future could well bring trouble and instability when an old and rapacious set of leaders passes from the scene, or when those left out have had enough, or
when change in one country prompts leaders in another to interfere. Siberian Dream is a triumphant story of
determination and passion, a tale of two cities - one in Siberia and one in America - and of a young woman
whose spirit might have been crushed by poverty, Communist oppression, and racism, who found the courage
to make her impossible dream come true. There is also a documentary with the same title. Water Touching
Stone by Eliot Pattison, published June "Chinese ex-investigator Shan Tao Yun has come to the inhospitable
terrain of western China to unravel the mysterious death of a popular teacher. Alas, the interference of
tyrannical Chinese investigators, the hardships of the terrain, and the complexity of the interweaving plots
slow Shan down despite his stunning psychological and political insights Shan mirrors the spirituality and
peril of the Tibetan cause, while the addition of the Kazakh, Uighur, and other non-Buddhist indigenous
elements makes this a compelling saga of vanishing peoples. The archaeological themes are but one of the
ways Pattison demonstrates his power to evoke the desperate cataclysms that these tribes and individuals
suffer. The Rise of Militant Islam in Central Asia by Ahmed Rashid, published February "Central Asia is
coming to play a vital strategic role in the war on terrorism, but the region also poses new threats to global
security. Under Soviet rule, Islam was brutally suppressed, and that intolerance has continued under the
post-Soviet regimes. Based on groundbreaking research and numerous interviews, Jihad explains the roots of
militant rage in Central Asia, describes the goals and activities of these militant organizations, and suggests
ways in which this threat could be neutralized by diplomatic and economic intervention. Rich in both cultural
heritage and natural resources-including massive oil reservoirs-Central Asia remains desperately poor and
frighteningly volatile. In tracing the history of Central Asia andexplaining the current political climate, Rashid
demonstrates that it is a region we ignore at our peril. Flash forward to an Apache reservation, where
well-meaning but hapless Jeff Hartig has failed in his attempt to establish a teen center, notwithstanding his
friendship with Adam Dale, son of a tribal councilman. For various reasons, Anarbek, Adam, and Nazira all
converge on Jeff. And then the brutal earthquake hits. The nations of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan have served as a major cultural crossroad throughout the millennia, with many
customs colliding and blending along the way. In this comprehensive volume, students can learn how Central
Asia developed in ancient times and how the nations of the steppes evolved through the Middle Ages into
modern history. This volume is the perfect addition to any high school, public, or undergraduate library. The
New Central Asia: How were these new nations built, among peoples without any traditional nationalist
heritage and no history of independent governance? Olivier Roy argues that Soviet practice had always been
to build on local institutions and promote local elites, and that Soviet administration - as opposed to Soviet
rhetoric - was always surprisingly decentralized in the far-flung corners of the empire. Thus, with home-grown
political leaders and administrative institutions, national identities in central Asia emerged almost by stealth.
Holt Ruffin and Daniel Clarke Waugh, published May "Covering Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and,
Tajikistan, these 12 essays drawn from a conference sponsored by the Center for Civil Society International
explore the prospects of and dangers facing the growth of Western-style democracy in Central Asia.
Reflecting a range of disciplines and perspectives, the articles touch upon such topics as the role of
environmental NGOs, the realization of freedom of association, prospects for an independent media, and the
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emergent role of Islam in the area. This region of five sovereign states with a population of some fifty million
people quickly became a major focus of interest and influence for competing poles of power. Rajan Menon
examines the place of Central Asia in a global perspective, while Dimitri Trenin looks at it from the standpoint
of traditional hegemon Russia. While the end of Soviet rule has opened new opportunities for social mobility
and cultural expression, political and economic dynamics have also imposed severe hardships. In this lively
volume, contributors from a variety of disciplines examine how ordinary Central Asians lead their lives and
navigate shifting historical and political trends. Provocative stories of Turkmen nomads, Afghan villagers,
Kazakh scientists, Kyrgyz border guards, a Tajik strongman, guardians of religious shrines in Uzbekistan, and
other narratives illuminate important issues of gender, religion, power, culture, and wealth. A vibrant and
dynamic world of life in urban neighborhoods and small villages, at weddings and celebrations, at classroom
tables, and around dinner tables emerges from this introduction to a geopolitically strategic and culturally
fascinating region. Scholars of modern Russia and Central Asia will find much that echoes, and indeed drives,
more recent events. This edition includes 34 illustrations and two maps. He includes Mongolia, which was
nominally independent but a Soviet satellite, and Sinkiang, which is part of China and so following a different
path but is historically and geographically part of the region. An Amazing Odyssey through the Lands of the
Most Feared Conquerors in History by Stanley Stewart, published November "Vivid, hilarious, and
compelling, this eagerly awaited book takes its place among the travel classics. It is a thrilling tale of
adventure, a comic masterpiece, and an evocative portrait of a medieval land marooned in the modern world.
Eight and a half centuries ago, under Genghis Khan, the Mongols burst forth from Central Asia in a series of
spectacular conquests that took them from the Danube to the Yellow Sea. Their empire was seen as the final
triumph of the nomadic "barbarians. The heart of his odyssey is a thousand-mile ride, traveling by horse,
through trackless land. On a journey full of bizarre characters and unexpected encounters, he crosses the desert
and mountains of Central Asia to arrive at the windswept grasslands of the steppes, the birthplace of Genghis
Khan. To the Grand Princes of Kiev and Muscovy, it was the "wild field," a region inhabited by nomadic
Turko-Mongolic peoples who repeatedly threatened the fragile Slavic settlements to the north. For the
emperors and empresses of imperial Russia, it was a land of boundless economic promise and a marker of
national cultural prowess. By the mid-nineteenth century the steppe, once so alien and threatening, had
emerged as an essential, if complicated, symbol of Russia itself. The story is populated by a colorful array of
administrators, Cossack adventurers, Orthodox missionaries, geographers, foreign entrepreneurs, peasants, and
by the late nineteenth century tourists and conservationists.
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includes Biblioteca Nacional de Cuba JosÃ© MartÃ and about provincial and municipal public libraries that serve a
population of 11 million.
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-- Barbara Conaty, Library Journal (starred review) Editorial Review The Siege is one of those novels that is as
redemptive as it is shattering, and they don't come much more shattering than this.
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